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Bison Management

Twenty bison from the South Unit herd were transported to the North Unit in 1962 to found a herd there. Attendees
watched from a distance as the bison exited the truck.

Bison are one of this country’s great symbols for wildlife and land conservation. Once numbering in

the tens of millions, they were nearly driven extinct by the end of the 19th century due to rampant

overhunting. Had it not been for the concern of early conservationists and ranchers, including

Theodore Roosevelt, they may have been lost forever. Today, due to protection and reintroduction

efforts, their numbers have rebounded from just a few hundred to around 30,000 in conservation

herds (around 500,000 others exist on commercial ranches).

There were no bison in the park when it was founded in 1947. They arrived nine years later, when

24 females and 5 males were brought to the South Unit from Fort Niobrara National Wildlife Refuge

in Nebraska. Among those 29 founders were descendants of bison captured in the 1880s
(https://www.nps.gov/thro/blogs/where-are-these-bison-from-anyway.htm) from Texas to

Yellowstone to Saskatchewan Province. Six years later, 20 bison from the South Unit were

relocated to found the North Unit herd.

Bison are well adapted to deal with the harsh North Dakota climate and have thrived inside park

boundaries. However, like the bison, wolves and grizzly bears were driven locally extinct during the

1800s—unlike the bison, they were never reintroduced. Without natural predators, bison populations increase over time, straining the park’s limited grazing resources. Based on the needs of bison and

available resources, park biologists have set target herd sizes: 200-500 bison in the South Unit, and 100-300 in the smaller North Unit. To maintain a balanced ecosystem without natural predators,

humans must take an active role in managing bison populations.

 

PHOTO GALLERY

Bison Roundup

10 IMAGES

See photos from the 2014 bison roundup in the South Unit of the park.

 
Bison Roundups
How is herd size managed? Every 2  -3 years in both the South Unit and North Unit, the park conducts a bison roundup. The entire park staff works together at roundups, each team member assigned to

a specific task. Handlers adhere to low-stress wildlife handling techniques, remaining quiet and using the minimum possible stimuli to move bison through the facility. This approach benefits both the

bison and the handlers: not only are calm animals safer and easier to handle, but they are less likely to hurt one another.

Roundups take place in October, after the conclusion of their breeding season. A helicopter is used to herd bison toward the wildlife handling facility, where they are funneled from large corrals into

progressively smaller enclosures. Finally, they enter a mechanical “squeeze chute,” where a single bison can be safely examined by biologists and veterinarians.

Park staff collect a blood sample from each bison to test for diseases such as brucellosis. They also collect a hair sample to extract DNA for genetic research

(https://www.nps.gov/thro/blogs/bisonblog.htm). After each bison is weighed, measured, and its age determined, that information is added to the bison’s record. Finally, bison born since the previous
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(https://www.nps.gov/thro/learn/nature/bison-transfer-map.htm)
Where have the park’s bison gone? The map above shows new homes for the 3,752 bison relocated from
Theodore Roosevelt National Park since they arrived here in 1956.
NPS / Hazel Galloway

roundup receive small metal ear tags and unique microchips, similar to those used in dogs and

cats. This allows park biologists to track individual bison over many years.

Predetermined goals for age classes and sex ratios in the herd help determine which bison will be

released back into the park and which will be removed, known as “culling.” Bison selected for

culling are loaded into trucks to be transported to their new homes. Current park policy allows

culled bison to be exported to Native American tribes, as well as other agencies including zoos,

state parks, and national parks. Between 1962 and 2016, the park shipped out 3,752 bison.

Bison Containment
As required by North Dakota law, the park strives to be a good neighbor by maintaining fences to

contain bison within park boundaries. Escapees are returned to the park whenever possible using

low-stress handling techniques. By positioning staff strategically at a distance, a bison can be

encouraged to move toward a gate at a walking pace. Because many miles of boundary fence run

through remote wilderness areas of the park, fence inspection and repair is a constant task for

backcountry rangers and maintenance staff.

Maintaining a Diverse Herd
One main concern of modern bison management is the need to maintain a genetically diverse

herd. Herds lacking diversity in their gene pool (a population’s DNA) are at greater risk for inbreeding and negative health consequences, a serious threat that can increase quickly in small herds.

Studies have revealed that both the North and South Unit herds have low genetic diversity relative to others in the Department of the Interior.

Park biologists hope to address this threat by using DNA testing to monitor genetic diversity in the herds. DNA samples are collected during roundups and through biopsy darting
(https://www.nps.gov/thro/blogs/spend-a-day-in-the-field.htm), where rangers use dart guns to obtain small skin samples from bison in the field.

To maintain genetic diversity, it is important that genetic material be allowed to flow between different populations, mixing the gene pool. Although thousands of bison have left the park over the past 50

years, no newcomers have arrived since the original 29 were introduced in 1956. However, 2017 marks an end to this genetic isolation. Plans currently call for 10 bison to be introduced from another

DOI herd to the North Unit of the park from an outside population. Upon their arrival, park biologists will use GPS collars to track their movements—and ensure that they are integrating with the existing

herd.

The Future of Science-Based Management
Which bison should be removed during roundups, and which should be kept? How can small herds be managed to avoid losing genetic diversity over time? What can we do to ensure that these iconic

animals survive and thrive for generations to come?

Science helps answer these questions using new tools, such as DNA testing and long-term population modeling. By incorporating modern science into wildlife management, park biologists are better

able to preserve these “lordly” animals, as Theodore Roosevelt described them, in their natural habitat.

Learn more about the natural history of bison (https://www.nps.gov/thro/learn/nature/bison-buffalo.htm) and safe wildlife viewing (https://www.nps.gov/thro/planyourvisit/wildlife-

viewing.htm).
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CONTACT INFO

Mailing Address:
PO Box 7
Medora, ND 58645

Phone:
701 623-4466


